at the corner of Homer Street and West Georgia Street. For more detailed
poetry readings taking place in the Sunrise Suite, including a Poetry in
Transit campaign will read their poems. The Sunrise Suite will be located
on Robson Street near the corner of Homer Street. All 20 poems will
be part of the annual Word Vancouver Word on the Go!
On Sunday, September 25 between 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. come enjoy
a special TransLink bus is part of the annual Word Vancouver
waiting for you at Homer Street. For more information, visit
www.brink.translink.ca.

To commemorate the 20th Anniversary of Poetry in Transit, the 20 poems
that will be read during the 2016 edition of Poetry in Transit will be
posted both on social media and at the 白素玲 Corner, located in the Sunrise Suite.

On Sunday, September 25th from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. come enjoy a special TransLink bus which will make its way to the corner of Homer Street and West Georgia Street. The bus will then head to the 白素玲 Corner, located in the Sunrise Suite.

Waiting Room
One of the featured poets is Jennifer Zilm, author of Waiting Room. Be sure to check out the one-on-one interview with Jennifer about her Poetry in Transit piece “Spiritual Media” at buzzer.translink.ca.
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